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EJJ.4 Approximaj
by Trigonomerj Polynomis
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17. E(t) =

L. 50t

Fourier series play a prominent role not only in differential equations but also in
approximation theory. an area that is concerned with approximating functions byother ft1nctionsusua1ly simpler functions. Here is how Fouriet- series come into thepicture.

Let f(x) be a function on the interval — x that can be represented on thisinterval by a Fourier series. Then the Nth partial sum of the Fourier series

N

f(x) a + (a0 cos ax + b0 sin ax)
n=1

is an approximation of the givenf(x). In (1) we choose an arbitrary N and keep it fixed.Then we ask whether (1) is the “best” approximation of f by a trigonometrj polynomiaj
of the same degree N. that is, by a function of the form

the program to Probs. 7 and 11 with initial values of your

choice.

13—16 STEADY-STATE DAMPED OSCILLATIONS

Find the steady-state oscillations of “ ± cv’ ± y = r(t

with c > 0 and r(t) as given. Note that the spring constant

is k 1. Show the details. In Probs. 14—16 sketch r(t).

13. itt)
=

cos lit + b0 sin itt)

(—1 if —71<1<0

14. r(t) = and r(t ± 27r)
1. 1 if 0<t<7r

15. r(t) t(712 — t) if —71< t < and

itt + 271) itt)

16. r(t) =

t if —rr/2 < t < 71/2

r/2<t<3ri2

1. Coefficients C,,. Derive the formula for C, from A,,

and B.

2. Change of spring and damping. In Example 1, what

happens to the amplitudes C0 if we take a stiffer spring.

say, of k = 49? If we increase the damping’?

3. Phase shift. Explain the role of the B,’s. What happens

if we let c — 0’?

1. Differentiation of input. In Example 1. what happens

if e replace rtt) with its derivative, the rectangular wave?

What is the ratio of the ness C, to the old ones?

5. Sign of coefficients. Some of the A, in Example 1 are

positive, some negative. All 8,, are positive. Is this

physically understandable?

-ii GENERAL SOLUTION

Find a general solution of the ODE y” ± u2u r(t) with

i(S) as given. Show the details of your work.

6. itt) sin nt ± sin t.
2 2 2

7. itt) sint.w 0.5.0.9,1.1.1.5,10

8. Rectiffer. r(t) = 71/4 cos tI if —iT < t < 71 and

itt + 271) = r(t), wi * 0. 2,4,

9. What kind of solution is excluded in Prob. 8 by

wj * 0.2.4.”?

10. Rectifier. r(t) = /4 sin tj if 0 < t < 2ir and

r(t + 271) = i(t), w * 0, 2,4,-’

(—1 if —71<1<0
11. r(t) wi 1, 5

I. 1 if 0<t<71.

12. CAS Program. Write a program for solving the ODE

just considered and for jointly graphing input and output

of an initial value problem involving that ODE. Apply
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lS.E(t)={toOttt) if —71<t<0

lOO(t+t2) if 0<t<71

19. 8(t) = 2001(7T2
—

2)
(—ir < t < 71)

andr(t +2iT)

L17—19 RLC-CIRCUIT

find the steady-state current 1(t) in the RLCc

fig. 275. whereR = 1012. L = IR, C i0’]

Ett) V as follows and periodic with period 2i7’.

sketch the first four partial sums. Note that the cC

of the solution decrease rapidly. Hint. Rememb

ODE contains E’tt), not 8(t), cf. Sec. 2.9.

if -71<t<0

if 0<t<71
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20. CAS EXJ’EpjIENT Maximum Output Term.
Graph and discuss outputs of v” + cv’ + kv = r(t) with
r (n as in Example I for various c and k with emphasis on
the maximum C,, and its ratio to the second laraest IC,,.

(1)

N
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F S1. S2. S are shown in fig. 269 in Sec. 11.2, and F = S20 is shown in Fig. 279. Although fix) —

is large at ± (how large?). wheref is discontinuous, F approximatesf quite well on the whole interval, except

near ±IT, where “waves” remain owing to the Gibbs phenomenon,” which we shall discuss in the next section.

Can you think of functions f for which E decreases more quickly with increasing N?

1. CAS Problem. Do the numeric and graphic work in

Example I in the text.

MINIMUM SQUARE ERROR

Find the trigonometric polynomial F(x) of the form (2) for

which the square error with respect to the given 1(x) on the

interval —TI < x < iT is minimum. Compute the minimum

value for N = 1, 2. . 5 (or also for larger values if you

have a CAS).

2.f(x)x (—IT <x<IT)

3. f(x) = si (—IT <x < IT)

4.fC’x2 (—ir<x<IT)

6. Why are the sqciare errors in Prob. 5 substantially larger

than in Prob. 3?

7.flx)x (—iT<x<IT)

8. 1(x) = sin .vi (—IT < x < IT). full-wave rectifier

9. Monotonicity. Show that the minimLtm square error

(6) is a monotone decreasing function of N. How can

you use this in practice?

10. CAS EXPERIMENT. Size and Decrease of E°.

Compare the size of the minimum sqtiare error E’ for

functions of your choice. Find experimentally the

13.

11.5 Sturm—Liouvitte Probtems.

OrthogonaL Functions

The idea of the Fourier series was to represent general periodic functions in t

cosines and sines. The latter formed a trigonometric svsteni. This trigonometric

has the desirable property of orthogonality which allows us to compute the coeffic

the Fourier series by the Euler formulas.

The question then arises, can this approach be generalized? That is, can we repla

trigonometric system of Sec. 11 .1 by other orthogonal systems (sets of other orthc

functions)? The answer is “yes” and will lead to generalized Fourier series, inclU.

Fourier—Legendre series and the Fourier—Bessel series in Sec. 11.6.

To prepare for this generalization, we first have to introduce the concept of a S

Liouville Problem. (The motivation for this approach will become clear as YOU

Consider a second-order ODE of the form
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factors on which the decrease of E with N depends.

For each function considered find the smallest N such

that E° < 0.1.

[11—151 PARSEVALS’S IDENTITY

Using (8), prove that the series has the indicated sum.

Compute the first few partial sums to see that the convergence

is rapid.

f—I if —IT<X<0

5. f(x) =

t I if 0<x<IT

11.
1 1

I + — + — + ... = = 1.233700550
32 2 $

Use Example 1 in Sec. 11.1.

12.
IT4

1 +—+——+=——-=l.082323234

2
34 90

Use Prob. 14 in Sec. 11.1.

1 IT4

1 +—±—+-—+•=—= 1.014678032
34 4 74 96

Use Prob. 17 in Sec. 11.1.

1” 3
14. ] cos4xdx =

—T

15. cos6xctv =

-w

I,
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1. What is a Fourier series? A Fourier cosine series? A

half-range expansion’? Answer from memory.

2. What are the Euler formulas? By what very important

idea did we obtain them?

3. How did we proceed from 2w-periodic to general-

periodic functions’?

4. Can a discontinuous function have a Fourier series? A

Taylor series? Why are such functions of interest to the

engineer?

5. What do you knotv about convergence of a Fourier

series? About the Gibbs phenomenon?

6. The output of an ODE can oscillate several times as

fast as the input. How come?

7. What is approximation by trigonometric polynomials?

What is the minimum square error?

8. What is a Fourier integral? A Fourier sine integral?

Give simple examples.

9. What is the Fourier transform? The discrete Fourier

transform?

10. What are Sturm—Liouville problems’? By what idea are

they related to Fourier series?

iT2o FOURIERSERIES.InProbs. 11, 13, 16,20find

the Fourier series of f(x) as given over one period and

sketch ftx) and partial sums. In Probs. 12, 14, 15. 17—19

t give answers, with reasons. Show your work detail.

10 if —2<x<0
11. 1(x)

t2 if O<x<2

12. Why does the series in Prob. II have no cosine terms?

10 if —l<x<O
13. f(x) =

L.x if 0<x<1

14. What function does the series of the cosine terms in

Proh. 13 represent? The series of the sine terms’?

What function do the series of the cosine terms and the

series of the sine terms in the Fourier series of
eX (5 <x < 5) represent?

17. Find a Fourier series from which you can conclude that

1—1/3+1/5—1/7+—-•=w/4.

18. What function and series do you obtain in Prob. 16 by

(termwise) differentiation?

19. Find the half-range expansions of f(x) = x

(0<x< 1).

20. f(x) 3r2 (—71 <x < 7T)

21—22 GENERAL SOLUTION

Solve, v” ± w2v = rQ), where wi 0, 1, 2,, r(t) is

27r-periodic and

21. r(t) = 32
(_ < ; < —)

22. r(t) = ti (— < t < r)

23-25 MINIMUM SQUARE ERROR

23. Compute the minimum square error for f(x) x/T

(— <x < ) and trigonometric polynomials of

degreeN= l,,5.

24. How does the minimum square error change if you

multiply f(x) by a constant k?

25. Same task as in Prob. 23, for f(x) = Ixi/
(—7r < x < ). Why is E now much smaller (by a

factor 100, approximately!)?

26-30 j FOURIER INTEGRALS AND TRANSFORMS

Sketch the given function and represent it as indicated. If you

have a CAS, graph approximate curves obtained by replacing

c with finite limits; also look for Gibbs phenomena.

26. f(x) = x + I if 0 < x < 1 and 0 otherwise; by the

Fourier sine transform

27. f(x) = x if 0 <x < I and 0 otherwise; by the Fourier

integral

28. f(x) k.v if a <x < b and 0 otherwise: by the Fourier

transform

29. f(x) x if I <x < a and 0 otherwise; by the Fourier

cosine transform

30. f(x) e2 if x > 0 and 0 otherwise; by the Fourier
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16. f(x) = ixI (—77- <x < ir) transform


